In this paper, we studied the transmission of a MERS-CoV model with distributed time delay. The existence of equilibria and global stability of P 0 are determine by the basic reproduction number R 0 . by applying Lyapunove method, we prove that if R 0 ≤ 1, then P 0 is a GAS. Using MAPLE we present some numerical simulations to confirm our results.
Introduction
In the area of mathematical biology, many mathematical models have been published which studied the spread of infectious diseases (see e.g. [1] - [12] ). In 2013, Chowell et al. studied the spread of a Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Corona virus (MERS-CoV) [21] . They proposed a mathematical model to describe transmission of corona virus among the individuals. In their model they assume that MERS-CoV was spread by two scenarios: from animals (such as camels) to human and from human to human. For MERS-CoV on adequate contact with carrier or infective, a susceptible individual become exposed and they stay in exposed class for a certain latent period before becoming infective. This period has been described as a delayed on the spread of MERS-CoV. H. Batarfi et al. developed the Chowell's model to introduce a MERS-CoV model with a discrete time delay [15] . There are two types of delays discrete-time delay and distributed delay. In the infectious diseases models with discrete time delay, it has been assumed that the delay lag τ is a constant (see e.g. [13] - [15] ). In a more general assumption, the delay lag is considered as a random variable with a probability distribution functional f (τ ) over interval [0, ∞) (see e.g. [17] - [20] ). In this paper, we will modify the model presented in [15] by considering distributed time delay.
The Model
We study the following model
where S is susceptible individuals, E c exposed individuals to carrier, E m exposed individuals to infected, I c carrier individuals, I m infected individuals, H hospitalized infected, R recovered individuals and Υ(t) = S(t)(βI c (t)+γI m (t)+ H(t)). Let us assume that the probability distribution function f i (τ ) satisfy f i (τ ) > 0, i = 1, 2 and
The other parameters are defined in section 6. The initial conditions of system (1)-(7) are given by
≥0 ) where C is the Banach space of continuous functions mapping the interval (−∞, 0] into R 7 ≥ 0 . By the fundamental theory of functional differential equations [22] , system (1)- (7) has a unique solution satisfying the initial conditions.
3 Nonnegativity and boundedness Theorem 1. The solutions of system (1)-(7) are nonnegative and there exist a positive number Q such that the compact set:
Proof We rewrite our system in the matrix form asẎ = φ(Y ), where
(1 − p)
Thus, we can observe that functions φ i satisfies the following condition
Due to lemma 2 in [23] , any solution of (1 )- (7) with initial (8) is such that
≥0 for all t ≥ 0. Next, we prove that the solutions are bounded. Let X =
The basic reproduction number and equilibria
The basic reproduction number R 0 for system (1)- (7) was determined by applying the next generation method [24] as: (1)- (7), we have (i) If R 0 ≤ 1, then there exists only one positive equilibria P 0 . (ii) If R 0 > 1, then there exist two positive equilibria P 0 and P * .
Proof. The equilibria of (1)- (7) can be founded by setting the R.H.S of Eqs. (1)- (7) equals zero, then we get that system (1)- (7) has two equilibrium points which are the disease-free equilibrium
and the endemic equilibrium
where
and,
We write the equilibrium P * = (S * , E * c , E * m , I * c , I * m , H * , R * ) in terms of R 0 as:
where, a 1 a 3 A 3 )),
Hence P * exists when R 0 > 1.
4 Global stability analysis of P 0
In this section, we use Lyapunov function and LaSalle's invariance principle to establish the global stability of P 0 . Theorem 3. For system (1)- (7), if R 0 ≤ 1, then P 0 is GAS. Proof We define the following Lyapunov functional
The time derivative of W 0 along the trajectory of system (1)- (7) is given by
where 1 a 3 (1 − p) ) .
Thus,
From Eq (9), (1)- (7), we have 0 =İ c = λ 1 E c ⇒ E c = 0. Similarly, we have 0 =İ m = λ 2 E m ⇒ E m = 0. Finally,Ṙ(t) = −d 7 R it follows that R → 0 as t → ∞. From LaSalle's invariance principle, P 0 is GAS in Γ.
Numerical Simulation
In order to illustrate our theoretical results, we will perform numerical simulation for system (1)- (7) with particular distributed functions f 1 (τ ) and f 2 (τ ) as f i (τ ) = δ i e −δ i τ , i = 1, 2. Then the system (1)- (7) becomes:
We may introduce new variables:
So that S, E c , E m , Y, U, I c , I m , H, R satisfy the following system of ODEs:
Then, the initial conditions for system (18)- (26) are:
We use the values of the parameters given in Table 1 to study the behaviour of system (18)-(26). Her the numerical simulations are obtained by using MAPLE.
Stability of equilibria
To show the global stability of the equilibria, we consider three different initial conditions: In this case, we fix the values µ 1 = µ 2 = 0.001 and δ 1 = δ 2 = 0.1, then we have two scenarios Scenario I let choose β = 0.002, γ = 0.0001, and = 0.0001, then we compute R 0 = 0.24. From Figs. 1-7 , we can see that the number of susceptible individuals is increasing and tends its normal value S 0 , while the numbers of others groups are decreasing and approaching zero for all the three initial conditions. It means P 0 is GAS. This result consist with Theorem 1.
Scenario II let choose β = 0.02, γ = 0.001, and = 0.001, then we compute R 0 = 2. 
